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It Takes a Global
Community

A Cold Winter in a
(Still) Warming World

The IPCC's latest report warns that human civilization
is at risk unless we come together to fight
climate change. And it doesn't have to be hard.

When you look at the big picture,
there's been no “pause” in global warming

Change report is a comprehensive
By DAVID STEELE
he Intergovernmental Panel on Climate overview of our prospects for dealing with
Change (IPCC) hit us with quite the climate change. Scientific, technological,
zingers this spring. They released two new environmental, economic and social
draft reports. The first, Climate Change aspects are all extensively covered. And
while much of it does
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The IPCC's Mitigation of Climate See GLOBAL COMMUNITY on page 6
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By SYD BAUMEL

basked in its eighth warmest winter
ever.
t was Winnipeg's coldest winter
But, as the proverb goes, when a
since 1898. Throughout most of whole bunch of blind men examine an
North America, the deep freeze elephant, a tusk, a trunk and a big floppy
broke records, made headlines and ear at a time, it can lead to a comically
(inevitably) provided fodder for distorted picture of the whole.
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an unusually warm winter out west –
Remember
November?
With
the warmest on record in California hindsight, it was a sign of things to
where the heat was so parching that by come as a chilly autumn month segued
April the state was fully engulfed by
drought. Up the road a piece, Alaska
See STILL WARMING on page 8
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Enlighten Up!
With The Aquarian
Our Mission
The Aquarian is an informational and
networking resource for a thinking
community; we have a progressive approach
to everything from health and spirituality to
the environment and politics.

Our Vision
We have personally seen the transformative
impact that exploring new and alternative
ways of thinking can have on individuals
and communities. We provide an ongoing
opportunity for dialogue based on mutual
respect, exploration that leads to fulfilment
and action that creates sustainability.
The Aquarian InPrint is published quarterly by
the first week of March, June, September, and
December.
The Aquarian Online is available all day, every
day. Follow us on Twitter, @aquarianonline, or
LIKE us on Facebook.com/AquarianNewspaper
We welcome your suggestions, letters to the editor,
writers’ queries, press releases, announcements
and other input. We may edit letters for length
and readability.
We strive to ensure editorial accuracy, but writers
and advertisers are responsible for the accuracy
of their claims and statements. The opinions and
views expressed in articles do not necessarily
reflect those of The Aquarian or its advertisers.

I

n February, I decided that it was time for a haircut.
Not just any haircut, a drastic haircut. For three
years, I had been growing out my hair to donate it
to Angel Hair for Kids. It was finally long enough.
Finally.
I opted for a haircut by several of my friends who
donated money for the chance to cut off a pigtail of
hair. This was done in a public place, where others
could see it being done, over several hours. As you
can imagine, the hair style I left with was a ragged
chop-job that was worse than any mother’s first time
haircut of their child. It was near to the skin in some
places, and long in others. But this story isn’t about
that haircut.
A day later, I went for a real old-fashioned shave.
My barber, Pace, is an older Italian man who has
been doing hair since he was 13. He does it out of a
shop that is attached to his house. A buddy of mine
had been to him and recommended the place.
I hadn’t been to a barber for a really long time. I
can remember as a child going to “Uncle Otto,” an
older German fellow. My Dad and I would go from
time to time, and we would go sit and wait our turn.
There were always people sitting around for their
turn for a haircut or a shave. People obviously went
often, the shop was always filled with conversation.
Politics, current events, war stories (Uncle Otto had
served in Europe, but I cannot tell you for who or
when) and family stories mixed with the sound of
scissors and razors, the smells of after-shave, tonic
and disinfectant are my memories of those visits.
When I entered Pace’s place, the smells were
the same. And after a few minutes, two other

people came in to sit beside me
as I waited for my buddy to get
a shave and a haircut. These two
were regulars, and soon there was a
lively conversation going with Pace
working away with clippers, scissors
and eventually a straight razor on
my friend. I watched with attention
as my friend’s face was prepped and
shaved. It looked so comfortable and
luxurious. After 20 minutes, it was
my turn.
As I sat into the recently vacated
chair, Pace asked me what I wanted.
I told him that I wanted my head and
face shaved. He smiled and started
a conversation. He prepped his
equipment, lathered up the shaving
cream and spread it over my recently
buzzed head. It was warm, but not
too warm, thick but able to penetrate to the skin
of my scalp. The man is a master. It sat there for a
couple of minutes and then he took out the straight
razor. With practised ease, he cut the hair from my
head. I was bald in less than three minutes. I was
feeling pretty relaxed at this point and Pace tilted
the chair back to give my face a shave. Wow! If you
have never had the experience, go. It involves wet,
hot towels, more shaving cream, two passes with a
straight razor and an aftershave. I have not felt so
relaxed in 20 minutes, ever.
I have had loads of massage, spa treatments and
acupuncture. There have been lots of things that I
have done for myself to relax. A shave and a haircut
is all that – and you come out looking great! Not
only that, you become part of a community, one that
revolves around a chair and a man who has a humble
profession, who plies his trade with mastery.
Paul Kohlmeirer is a manically busy business owner
with pans over many fires – two healthcare businesses,
two boards he volunteers for,
out with friends, playing on
his computer with friends
from around the world
or writing about what he
observes in the universe
around him. You can tap
that deep well at Straight
to the Point Community
Acupuncture where he works
as an acupunk and a massage
therapist.

All contents are copyright.
We welcome reprint requests.

CORRECTION: In the caption for a photo on page 18
of our Spring 2014 issue, Hempyrean was misspelled
and Sarah Paradis is on the right, not the left.
Cover photo: Polar bears near Svalbard islands,
Norway. Copyright La Nau de Fotografia.
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The Spirits Behind Paracon
Over the past eight years, I have had the
opportunity to attend many paranormal conferences
in the U.S. and have met many interesting people in
the paranormal field. I took the opportunity to learn
more about investigating, and had much fun, as
well. I always wished we had something like this
at home. I also wished that our local researchers
would have a chance to share their knowledge and
experience.
After losing both parents within two months, and
a serious medical diagnosis, I was questioning many
things. That's how Winnipeg Paracon started. With
a question. I was on Facebook and chatting with

Tim Maile, a friend from the paranormal community.
I asked Tim if he was willing to come out to
Winnipeg and speak at a paranormal convention. He
said "Absolutely, when is it?" I was a deer caught in
headlights thinking, "What the heck am I doing, asking
a stupid question like that," and I was going to type
back "Never mind," but my fingers had another idea
and I responded, "July?"
Tim asked "Is it in July? Or do you not know when it
is?" I think he was questioning my question mark. So I
said, "Yes, in July." "Ok," he said "July what?"
That's when I thought "Holy crap! I'm in deep, back
out back out!" But my fingers kept typing, "July 2013.
I will get back to you
on the exact dates."
He asked, "Why are
you asking so early?"
Then I told him what
had happened and
what was about to
happen. And Tim
decided that he would
offer advice and
emotional support,
and he did.
It was a year of
pain, chemo, and
growth as Winnipeg
Paracon was born.
That was last year.
Reflecting on it, I did
it for a selfish reason,
to help me from
falling apart and to
kind of force myself
into doing something
Callum, Stephanie, Cat, Shazz and Fonz Granger

Grey and Don Kennedy, Shazz's Parents

out of my comfort zone. I miss my parents; and I
am on a long road to recovery, but I have Winnipeg
Paracon and my family to keep me going.
Winnipeg Paracon is dedicated to my wonderful
husband, Fonz, our son Callus, and my parents for
their passion and love for family and life, as well
as the past. I'm grateful to Tim Maile for being
there while I whined about the pain and Paracon
and making me step out of my comfort zone, and
Mary Jane, our Husky Sheppard who clung to me
throughout the whole cancer ordeal and still follows
me everywhere. I love you all very much, and I am
very blessed to have you in my life.
By Shazz Granger

Over the weekend of September 12 to 14, 2014, leading experts in
the field of paranormal research and investigation will be gathering
in the historic Marlborough Hotel in Winnipeg for Paracon 2014.
Paracon 2014 will take place on the ninth ﬂoor
of the Marlborough, with presentations, informal
talks and a vendors room.
Guest speakers just added include the cast
from Canada’s new paranormal TV show The
Other Side, Ghost Hunters International's Scott
Tepperman, and Ben Hansen from Fact or
Faked. Jeff Richards from the hit paranormal TV
show The Other Side will be doing readings, too!
There is something for everyone, from UFOs
to cryptozoology, and spiritual mediums to
paranormal investigators. Ages 12 & up!
Events include A “Match Game,” Q&A sessions
with speakers, a door prize, card readings and
local Vendors. There’s so much to do and see!
The Marlborough Hotel is celebrating 100 years,
and what a better way to commemorate the
anniversary than by exploring its paranormal
history! BC paranormal researcher Glen
Ferguson will lead guests and attendees on a
haunted tour of this Winnipeg landmark.
As fund raisers and to get the excitement started,
invitation-only seances will be held at the
Marlborough Hotel. Then in August, we’ll host
a ghost investigation on four ﬂoors in the hotel!
Watch for more information:
Facebook page: Winnipeg Paracon
Email: winnipegparacon@gmail.com
Website: www.paracon.ca
Check out our speakers’ videos!
We hope to see you all there!
It’s going to be a blast!
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Barefoot
Benefits

Photo by Cari Dorian
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By KRISTI DORIAN

O

Worry washes away
with each pounding
wave
Stress slips through
the sand with every
footstep
Fear fades fast
with each foraging
fingertip
In the lake, in the sand
and in the soil
We are renewed

ne wintry February afternoon,
I discovered that walking
barefoot in nature apparently has
strong healing powers for my body.
If you are a fellow Winnipegger,
you may have guessed that I did
not go out to walk through the
gigantic, freezing snowbanks in
my bare feet to test this theory out!
I was watching an episode of
Dragon’s Den that I had missed.
This Canadian TV program
features people making business
pitches to five possible investors.
On this particular episode, Sue
Kenney was pitching her product
Barebottom Shoes. She stated
that the sole-less “shoes” (nothing
more than leather wrapped around
your foot) connected you to the
earth’s healing properties. She
noticed better balance and a
stronger body core as she walked
and ran barefoot in her sole-less
shoes.
Dave Chilton, a “Dragon”
known for his “Wealthy Barber”
books, asked Sue if her product
was connected to a huge trend
called earthing. I thought, “What
the heck is earthing? This sounds

so Aquarian!” It had something to do with directly
connecting to the earth’s energy – i.e., in your bare
feet – which then affects your body's electrons and
theoretically improves your health.
The Dragons turned her down, but I got turned on
to earthing. Here’s what I discovered. Earthing is
the current catchy word to describe what I’ve always
heard of as grounding.
Perhaps like me, you’ve heard phrases such as “get
grounded,” “go hug a tree or something,” “walking
barefoot in the sand feels SO good,” or “if you're
stressed out, go wiggle your toes in the grass.”
Perhaps you relax by getting your hands dirty in the
garden, digging up weeds and sifting the rich dirt
through your fingers?
Guess what? You’re earthing! It’s a direct physical
interaction with the earth. Take off the rubber-soled
shoes, take off the gloves and frolic in the earth’s
natural environment. Or even take a long walk off
a short pier! Okay, that might include taking your
clothes off – but hey, whatever makes you feel good,
right? Swimming in a natural body of water is another
way to connect with Mother Earth and “go earthing.”
On Earthing Canada’s website, I read about
earthing's history. A TV cable installer, Clint Ober,
brought this idea forward in the late 1990s, to much
skepticism. As I continued reading, the concept made
total sense to me. Our shoes, cars and homes block
the electrical flow between our bodies and the earth,
causing illness.
I remember doing conductivity experiments in
science class. I learned that rubber, plastic and paper
See BAREFOOT on page 5
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Ober knew that Earth’s electrical
surface is made up of negatively charged
electrons (also known as free electrons).
These electrons have the ability to move
more freely and reduce positive charges
(free radicals). Free radicals continue
to ravage our bodies' healthy cells in
search of the one thing they are missing,
an electron. Once a free radical finds its
missing electron; it is satiated and is no
longer contributing to the inflammation
in the body. While many of us may
grow to be "electron deficient," we now
understand that the earth below our feet
is the greatest source of these electrons...
if only we stay in contact with it.

When we get connected and let those
healing electrons in, our bodies start to
normalize.
Whether walking the warm beaches of Puerto Vallarta (photo on page 4)
or frolicking in Lake Winnipeg waters, you're lapping up the benefits of earthing.

Discovering the
Earthing Path
By DEBBIE WHYTE

F

correlation between the two. He spent
years studying and researching the
concept.
Earthing Canada clues us in on
Ober's theory on their website at
earthingcanada.ca:

rom the moment I picked up the book Earthing
by Clinton Ober, Dr. Stephen Sinatra and Martin
Zucker, my whole body started to buzz. I knew the
information
found
between the covers
was going to be life
changing. I could not
soak up the words fast
enough.
Halfway through
devouring
the
book, I turned on
my computer and
searched
YouTube
for
“grounding
documentary
full
movie” – the earthing
story I’d heard about.
The movie feed
was a bit choppy but

well worth a bit of frustration.
I learned about the amazing
healing experiences in Haines,
Alaska when the folks there
were introduced to the concept
of connecting to the powerful,
healing properties of the
earth’s energies.
March in Winnipeg, six feet
of snow in my front yard and
minus 40 degrees, how can
I connect to earth’s healing
powers?
My quest took me to the
Earthing Institute website
so I could learn how to get
grounded and experience
the benefits of earthing, and
discover how to get products
to help others.
March 1st, my earthing patches and bands arrived. That
night I placed the bands around my calves, “plugged”
the single prong into the grounded outlet by my bed and
closed my eyes. I was aware of a gentle tingling around
my calves for a short time.
It seemed a little challenging to get to sleep with these
bands around my calves, but when I opened my eyes in

See BAREFOOT on page 19

Illustration by Ainsley Ashby-Snyder

don’t conduct electricity; they are
insulators that block electrical current
to varying degrees.
Stay in your car, with four rubber
tires during a lightning storm, was
safety advice I’ve heard related to
conductivity. As well, when your car
needs a boost (another side-effect of
living in a cold climate), I was taught to
always have one of the cables attached
to another part of the engine block
away from the battery to ground the
current and avoid sparks.
And of course, we all have some
extension cords with a third-prong –
that’s the grounding wire, so a buildup
of static electricity or charge doesn’t
damage our appliances and electrical
devices. So it was an easy leap to the
idea that rubber-soled shoes block the
earth's electrons from neutralizing
some of the bad “charge” that builds up
in our bodies.
Ober’s theory was that humans are
living ungrounded for longer and
longer periods of time and getting
sicker. He wondered if there could be a

Photo by RAVEN
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the morning I was amazed – no tender hips or painful
shoulder from sleeping all night on my right side.
Within a few days, I realized I was sleeping very
deeply and awakening rejuvenated; I had more energy
all day. Here it is almost two months later. Regardless

See EARTHING PATH on page 14
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GLOBAL COMMUNITY continued from page 1
two and a half times higher from 2000 to 2010 than from
1970 to 2000. If current trends continue, we can expect
a world 2.6°C to 4.8°C warmer in 2100 than it is today –
and warmer still
in the years after
that.
The
reasons
for
these
discouraging
trends
are
complex,
but
largely explained
by the increasing
wealth
and
population
across the world,
combined with
very poor energy
choices. Highly
polluting coal is
ever more popular
in the developing
world (where it
underwrites our
cheap consumer
goods), as is oil
extracted from
the Alberta tar
sands.
The
IPCC
warns us that to avoid the worst effects of global warming,
we need to keep the total amount of warming since
preindustrial times to below 2°C. We're nearly halfway
there already. To accomplish this goal, they point out,
we'll need to get roughly a quarter of our energy from low
carbon sources (like wind and solar) by 2030, and 40 to 70
percent by 2050. The good news, the report highlights, is
that we can accomplish this with technology that already
exists, and doing so will not hurt our economies. Really.
According to the report, we'd shave only about 0.06
percent off of the world's expected economic growth for
this century (though we would spend more now to save
even more later).
So why aren't we doing it? The main reason, the IPCC
tells us, is that we're not cooperating. Countries see
themselves as in competition with each other. Instead of
working together, we're prioritizing short term domestic
prerogatives over the long term well-being of us all. There
are laudable aspects to some of this, of course, such as the
efforts of many countries to reduce poverty. But most of it
is just plain selfishness.
Canada is one of the worst offenders. Back in 1997
we pledged to cut greenhouse gases by some 6 percent
below 1990 levels by 2012. But rather than deal with
our wasteful lifestyles (we use more than twice as much
energy per capita as any country in Europe) and because

of our decision to massively exploit the tar sands, we did
worse than nothing. In 2009 our emissions were 17 percent
higher than in 1990. By 2020, we're looking at even worse
than that.
Fundamentally, the solution the IPCC promotes is
simple. We need to
concern ourselves
with the wellbeing of every one
of us – individuals
and nations – in
this world. We
have to care. To
tackle
global
warming, we must
act as a global
community. This
is not exactly an
u np r e c e d ent e d
idea, and we know
that it can work.

Image courtesy of worradmu / FreeDigitalPhotos.net

If we want to ensure a livable
climate, we're going to need

a lot less of this

Lisa M. Sobry
Publishes her 6th Book
Available in soft cover or kindle at Amazon
Lisa M. Sobry is an Author,
Medium, certified Angel
Card Reader, certified
Life Coach, Past Life
Regressionist, Reiki Master,
Modern Mystery School
Initiate and Psychic Reader
for ESP Psychic Fairs.
She facilitates Spiritual
Workshops throughout
North America and
Retreats in Sedona, AZ.
Do you want to know
your immediate future or
have the desire to connect
with a crossed-over loved
one - book an Angel Card/
Medium Party.

For more information on Sobry,
her books, cds and workshops visit:

www.lisasobry.com

and a lot
more of this!
We've done it
before for acid
rain and the
ozone holes at
the north and
south poles, and
we can do it
again. And there
will be some
very good side
effects.
The IPCC warns that continuing with the status quo
essentially guarantees that our economies will slow down;
it will “make poverty reduction more difficult, further
erode food security, and prolong existing and create new
poverty traps.” Taking appropriate global action will
do quite the opposite. The IPCC well documents that if
we work together rather than at cross purposes, we can
reduce world poverty and develop or maintain high quality
lifestyles, all the while dramatically reducing our reliance
on fossil fuels.
A transition to a low carbon world is essential and
urgent, but it needs to be equitable. Fossil fuels must be
taxed across the world and subsidies underlying them must
be removed. Cap and trade schemes like those popular in
Europe haven't worked, the report says, but carbon taxes

have. Revenue neutral carbon taxes, like the one in British
Columbia, are favoured by the IPCC. Realistically, though,
since we need to invest massively in renewable energies,
and that will cost money, revenue neutral may be too much
to ask.
That said, these climate change mitigation costs can
be held down by the implementation of a few simple
public policy and lifestyle changes. Moves towards public
transportation, bicycling and walking, for example, can be
quite cheap. A fortune in road maintenance costs could
be saved. High speed rail would be a not too expensive
replacement for short haul jet flights, which are extremely
carbon intensive. Solar panels, which are becoming cost
competitive with fossil fuel-derived electricity, could
provide much of our power.
The most cost effective measure, though, is likely a bit
of a surprise. As highlighted in Chapter 11 of the IPCC
Mitigation of Climate Change report, a simple move
across the world to low-meat diets would save a fortune.
In fact, it would slash global warming mitigation costs
fully in half. We'd get the same nutrition as we do now
from a lot less land. GHG
emissions would be directly
reduced and the growth of
trees and other vegetation
on the rewilded farmland
would take a lot of carbon
out of the air. There'd be a
huge boost to food security
as well.
So really, it's not that hard.
The prospects if we fail
to act are grim. Global
warming is already having
clear negative effects on the
environment, on agriculture
and on human health.
Droughts and other extreme
weather events are more
common. Our oceans are
acidifying. Sea levels are
rising. Things will get much
worse unless we act now.
We've waited a long time, but our prospects are still good
if we do.
So let's get cracking. Let's lobby our governments to
enter into a global cooperative agreement that meets the
challenge we face. And let's change our personal lifestyles
to match what we know we
must do. If our governments
see that the people are on
board, they will be all the more
likely to act themselves.
Photo by anweber
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Vancouver scientist, writer
and activist David Steele is
the president of Earthsave
Canada.
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id you know that attracting and feeding wild
birds is the second biggest hobby in all of North
America? Gardening is number one, but for many
the two go hand-in-hand. The joy of feeding wild
birds has been shown to reduce blood pressure,
improve symptoms of depression and provide great
pleasure for those who are homebound. The antics
and behaviour of birds are something people of all
ages can enjoy.

A FLOCK OF COLOURS
Having the right feeders with the right foods can
make all the difference in what you attract if you
want to see an array of species throughout the year.
Manitoba gets a wide variety of birds that change
with the seasons and the various migration patterns.
Those new to birding are often amazed at the
tropical colours they can see. There is the brilliant
orange of a Northern oriole, the glistening blue of
an Indigo bunting and the shocking yellow of the
adorable American goldfinch. These are just a few
of the lovely birds you can see in your own backyard.

THE RIGHT FEEDER,
THE RIGHT FOOD
When many people start feeding birds, they usually
begin with a hopper feeder and a bag of wild bird
mix. Unfortunately, these two items are the least
functional of all. This feeder style is the traditional
wood feeder with plexiglas sides or made entirely
of plastic. The seed is filled through the roof and
comes out the bottom into a trough where the birds
perch and eat. Wild bird mixes are sold everywhere,
in department stores, gardening centres and even
hardware stores. Sadly, there are no quality control
systems in place to ensure what you are buying is even
edible. The majority of ingredients in these mixes are
not eaten by any songbird.
For this reason, birds come to the feeder and
throw the food everywhere, making a big mess.
Hopper feeders are perfect for encouraging messes,
as the troughs make it easy for birds to get in there
and shovel the seed onto the ground. The birds are
tossing all this seed down because they are digging
for something to eat!
Most mixes consist of wheat, corn, oats, barley and
a small amount of millet and sunflowers. This is a

fine mix if you are feeding geese, turkeys or ducks,
but not songbirds. Once all the seed has spilled onto
the ground, it will remain there until it sprouts into
the finest garden you never intended to grow or you
attract some furry friends, rather than feathered.
These seed mixes not only contain inedible foods;
even the quality of them is questionable. Often
these seeds have not been approved for human
consumption, so they are bagged and sold as wildlife
feed. The seed may have mould, be of low grade or
poor quality or even be totally dried out. No wonder
the birds throw it to the ground!

THE UNWANTED GUEST:
THE HOUSE SPARROW

few. It is easier
to control rather
than
deter
House sparrows.
Dense trees like
cedar and lilac
are
excellent
attractions
to
them, as a whole
flock can roost
together and be
well
sheltered.
A happy Chickadee-dee-dee
For this reason, I
never recommend planting these kinds of trees.

Another problem with mixes is the potential of
attracting House Sparrows. This introduced species
can wreak havoc at feeders with its aggressive
behaviour. House sparrows live in large flocks, and
when they descend on a feeder all other birds will be
chased away. The house sparrow will peck at other
birds and even pull feathers to ensure it rules the
roost.
House sparrows should not be confused with
our native sparrows which are all lovely and very
desirable. They include White-throated, Chipping,
Harris and White-crowned sparrows, to name a

BETTER HOMES & FEEDERS –
BIRD-STYLE

Putting up birdhouses can be a problem. One pair of
House sparrows can produce a whopping 35 babies
(fledglings) each season! They will nest anywhere
too, in trees, house vents, shrubs, old buildings. Be
sure the hole-size of the bird house does not exceed
one inch; this way you will only be providing housing
for Black-capped chickadees or House wrens. If you
have an abundance of House sparrows, they can deter
birds you would like to see. So here are some tips
to encourage other species to
stop by.
Consider
filling
one
bird feeder (any style of
feeder will do) with pure
white millet. Millet is the
favourite food of House
Sparrows, and wherever
it is, the majority of the
sparrows will be there.
This is almost like a “bait”
to keep them from other
feeders. Make sure this
“Sparrow-preferred feeder”
is as far as possible from
other feeders. Then, closer
to the house where your
best viewing spot is, put out
another feeder with black
oil sunflower seed; this is
the most desired seed by
Aggressive House Sparrow preparing to
Photo by Kristi Dorian

By SHERRIE VERSLUIS

Photo by Kristi Dorian

Attracting and Feeding Wild Birds

swoop down to claim his space at a bird feeder.

If you are unhappy in your life, SHAME could be the culprit.
SHAME is an internal belief that says: “I am bad. I am wrong.”
“I am not good/smart/safe enough. I am not worthy. I don’t deserve.”

We are very good at protecting ourselves from
feeling Shame. Likely what shows up is:
• Perfectionism (intolerant of mistakes)
• Feeling like a fraud (not good enough)
• Sensitive to criticism (but also self-critical)
• Experiencing lack (money, time, love, etc)
• Using “disapproval” to influence behaviour
• Feeling alone/misunderstood
• Fear being “seen” and wanting to hide

You can’t fully experience being the
person you want to be while still
carrying an underlying state of Shame
Please visit www.CoraRennie.com/ExploringShameAndTrauma.html
for FREE Training on Trauma and Shame

See WILD BIRDS on page 15
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STILL WARMING continued from page 1

PAUSE . . .

The recent pause in global surface air temperature warming (top right).
Source: skepticalscience.com/trend.php.

directly into winter, with over a week
left to go. Globally? According to
NOAA, it was pretty hot that month,
record hot:
“The combined average temperature
over global land and ocean surfaces
for November 2013,” NOAA reported
in December, “was record highest for
the 134-year period of record, at 0.78°C
(1.40°F) above the 20th century average
of 12.9°C (55.2°F).”
Of course, it wasn't until December
that the cold wave unmistakably swept
across most of Canada and the U.S.
(Ironically, some climate scientists
hypothesize it was a quirky side effect
of global warming, the result of a
deeply sagging polar vortex meeting
a slowly shuffling jet stream.) So what
about them apples, NOAA?
NOAA: “The average combined global
land and ocean surface temperature for
December 2013 was the third highest
for December since records began in
1880, at 0.64°C (1.15°F) above the 20th
century average of 12.2°C (54.0°F).”
And on it went.
January: “…fourth warmest on
record.”
February: “…the 21st highest for
February on record.” (That's warmer
than five out of six of those Februaries.)
As for March, the month when
winter threatened to take up permanent
residence in these parts, the big picture
was thoroughly unintimidating: “the
combined average temperature over
global land and ocean surfaces for

March rebounded and was the fourth
highest on record.”
As I write this early in May after a
(still) unseasonably cold April, NOAA's
monthly report isn't out yet, but don't
expect any surprises. The last time the
world experienced a month that was
cooler than the 20th century average for
that month, many of you weren't even
born yet. The rest of us didn't know
an MP3 from a B52, and the number
one “record album” that month was
by a young sexpot named Madonna:
Like A Virgin. It was February 1985.
Statistically, that kind of warm streak
is like flipping heads 350 times in a
row. The odds against it happening
by chance are so high they make a
quadrillion look like small change.
Something
similar
has
been
happening with the recent so-called
“pause” in global warming. Even
though virtually every year since 1997
has been warmer than any year before
1997 (probably going back thousands
of years), the slope of the warming
trend has slowed down and pretty
much plateaued since about 2002. (It
should be noted that, recently, when
researchers more accurately accounted
for Arctic warming, the pause more or
less disappeared from the temperature
record.) In statistical terms, there
has been no “significant warming”
(significant means a 95 percent or
greater probability a trend is real, not a
fluke) since the mid-1990s. Deniers and
disinformers have glommed onto this as

Unique Approaches for
Personal Wellness and
Spiritual Enlightenment
♦ Workshops shedding light, sharing techniques and practices on:

“proof” that we're no longer warming
(if we ever were) despite the continuing
rise in greenhouse gas emissions (the
only credible cause for modern day
warming).
But just as a cold winter in North
America can distract us from the big
picture of a warm winter worldwide,
a stalled warming trend in the air
above us can distract us from the fact
that the planet as a whole has kept on
accumulating heat. It's just that the
heat has found some more determined
customers lately: the oceans, the snow
and the ice.
While air temperatures have
temporarily peaked, the ocean waters
that cover 70 percent of the planet, and
the ice and snow in polar regions and
mountain ranges, have been warming
and melting with a ferocity the world
has probably not seen since we
emerged from the last ice age.
The oceans are the greatest heat sink
on the planet. They absorb over 90
percent of the solar energy trapped near
the Earth's surface by the greenhouse
effect. But since 1990, these giant
shock absorbers have been working
overtime, soaking up atmospheric heat
about five times as greedily as they
were between the 1950s and 1990.
If anything, that breakneck pace has
increased since 2000, global warming
pause be damned.
And then there's the cryosphere, our
planet's motherlode of snow and ice.
We've all heard of the astonishing
ice melt in the Arctic. Since the 1950s,
the summer ice that covers that frozen
sea has shrunk by nearly eight percent

per decade. As momentous as that is
(a 50 percent decline in 60 years), the
everything-must-go liquidation sale
of Arctic sea ice has only accelerated
since the late 1990s. Climate scientists
are having to revise their estimates of
when the Arctic will be ice-free in the
summer from “mid-century or later” to
“any decade now.”
Climate change doubters like to point
out that Antarctic sea ice has been
growing, so it all balances out. But
the two are not equal. The modest ice
expansion over the Antarctic's frigid
waters has been dwarfed by the massive
ice loss over the Arctic's.
What it comes down do is whether we
want to see the world as it is or pick and
choose only those bits that confirm our
biases. When it comes to the planet's
massive cryosphere, the most important
question we can ask is what's been
happening to all of it, not just the parts
that are growing here or disappearing
there. The answer is it's been going fast.
It may not seem like it to us Canadians,
but nearly all of the world's glacial ice
– the ice sheets and glaciers that cover
land and mountains (as opposed to
oceans) – is concentrated in Greenland
and Antarctica, not Winnipeg. Late
last year, the UN's Nobel prizewinning Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) completed its
review of the physical science that has
accumulated since its last report in 2007
and brought the world up to speed. The
average rate of ice loss from Antarctica,
the IPCC's cryosphere scientists
estimated, was a formidable 30 billion
tonnes per year between 1992 and 2001.

NOT-SO-PAUSE . . .

Examples of the not-so-pause: global sea level (top) and Arctic sea ice extent (bottom)
from the IPCC's latest report, Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis.

See STILL WARMING on page 17
try a Body craft for:
Birthday party activity, Spa bridal party evening,
Gift giving & Environmentally healthy alternatives.
Now stockiNg:
Essential Oils, Carrier Oils, Fragrance Oils, Melt & Pour bases, Lye,
Botanicals & Clays, Floral Waters, PH Test Strips, Loofahs & More

♦ Courses on the ancient art of reading Tarot cards
♦ Tarot reading and Soul Path reading

Make your own soap, bath & body oils, lip balms, aromatherapy blends,
and homemade cleaners. Always wanted to try soap making or a body
craft but didn’t know where to start? we can help!
Visit us at www.virginiasoap.com and check out our line of supplies
awaiting your imagination.
Need a supply not listed? Need a bit of advice?

Visit www.healthinsightinc.com for blog and more information

contact us at soap-deli@shaw.ca or 204.414.9274

Empowerment, Integrative Health and Wellbeing, Peace and Self-love and more

Contact Susan

1-204-804-3324
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Natural and Effective Weight-loss Method

Circular

• Doctor developed
• Long lasting results

At Vitality Wellness Center

www.vitalitywellnesswinnipeg.com ~ (204) 831-8842

Blue Wolf Speaks
As an animal communicator,
I’m able to help by sensing ways in which
your animal friend’s emotional trauma,
physical challenges or behavioral issues
can be clearly identified and addressed.

EOXHZROIVSHDNVFRP©  ©õ

u Styl Taiji

“An Ancient Art for Modern Life”

• Fat burning
• Personal one-on-one
coaching
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Improve Balance, Concentration
Co-Ordination & Reduce Stress

Susan Nash
(204) 896-9174

Tai Chi & Qigong
Group Rates Available

greyowl5 @ yahoo.com

YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR
LIFE WITH REFLEXOLOGY!

Reflexology Sessions and
Foot Reflexology Courses
September Fall Course
Rositha Jeanson 204-792-8723
Sherri Gunn Wilkins 204-799-4325

Registered Canadian Reflexology Therapists and Certified Teachers

Tarot, Psychic Readings,
Hypnosis, E.F.T.,
Consultant,
Classes available.
Doctorate in Clinical Hypnotherapy

Catherine (Cathy) Holmes
(204) 888-7053

WINNIPEG AYURVEDIC CENTRE INC.

Shiro Dhara
Stress
Management

Ayurvedic
Supplements

Joint & Pain
Management

204-295-4846

Ayurvedic
Massage
Abhyanga

drrairanjit@yahoo.com
www.winnipegayurvediccentre.ca

Remember to LIKE us on Facebook: facebook.com/AquarianNewspaper
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resources

C R Y S T A L S, P R O D U C T S & S H O P S
Over 4000 pieces of jewellery

Aromatherapy, incense, books

1000’s of crystals & stones

Cards, journals, sacred objects

Fossils, amber, wands, candles

Crystal bowls, chimes, Feng Shui

Relaxation & meditation music,

Goddesses, angels, fairies, Wicca

204-284-4231
7-875 Corydon Ave.
Between Lilac & Wentworth

www.radiancegifts.com

EDUCATION
The Magic of Body-Mind Communication©

Unit 4: “The Language of the Hands”
Unit 5: “Emotional Anatomy”
Professional and Personal Growth Courses
Unit 6: “Practitioner Certification”
Each of the following empowers the creation of an
understanding of the true identity of self and others.
This gives each person a greater opportunity for
For further information:
more sensitive communication and understanding of
Monique
L. Dorge BHEc, BEd
each other, to create a better, more productive and
progressive
worldly
existence.
Diploma
of Teaching
Every word we speak and every feeling or thought we
Psychosomatic Therapy
have is a voice within us trying to tell us something. Unit 1: “Psychosomatic Breakthrough”
We need to learn to listen to these messages of Unit 2: “The Art of Reading Faces”
communication within our own body-mind to understand Unit 3: “Body-Mind Analysis”
204-254-8563 • hunakane@shaw.ca • www.holisticpractitionersnetwork.com
ourselves.
The Language of Body-Mind communication is universal.
It is the Soul communicating its experience of what it is
like to be in a Human body. This ‘ language’, through body
chemistry, recognizes no nationality or doctrine. It only
seeks to impart Love, Compassion and Understanding to
be experienced as a Good Healthy Life.©

Become a Hypnotherapist: Join one of the fastest
growing professions in North America. Learn
how to Master the Power of the Unconscious
Mind. Discover how to create deep, long lasting
change, healing the past and creating powerful new
beliefs. Become certified as a Neuro-linguistic
Programming (NLP) Practitioner & Master
Practitioner, Time Line Therapy™ Practitioner
& Master Practitioner, and as a Hypnotherapist.

Students from all over the world have taken the
Personal & Professional Life Mastery trainings
led by John Tozeland and have found the experience
to be life changing. John’s focus is on using these
skills to integrate Body, Mind & Spirit and, to focus
on integrating the Conscious Mind, Unconscious
Mind & Higher Self. Next Session starts in
September. These trainings are tax deductible and
eligible for the Manitoba Tuition Rebate Program.

Please call:
John
Tozeland:
204-229-5734

john@tozeland.com
www.tozeland.com

SPIRITUALITY
Services held at 10:30
a.m., 1st and 3rd
Sundays of the month
(Closed July & August)

(204) 390-6609

We are a Spiritualist Church following The Seven Principals as acknowledged by
The Spiritualist Church of Canada. Our church is based on healing.

See us on our Website!

www.spiritualistchurchofthelight.com

Serving the Spiritual Community in
Winnipeg for over 20 years!
We are a non-denominational fellowship of
like-minded individuals, based on the Seven
Principles of Spiritualism, honoring all cultures
and spiritual teachings. Our Spiritualist
Mediums provide proof of survival of spirit.

spiritualist.of.light@gmail.com

The Sunova Centre ~
West St. Paul Rec. Centre
(North perimeter between
Main and McPhillips)

(204) 338-5505

Sunday evening service 7 – 9 p.m.
June 22: All-Message and Drumming Service $7.00
204-222-0071 ~ rimack@mts.net
We offer classes on Spiritualism and intuitive growth – more
information at www.spiritualistfellowshipchurch.info

Find us on Facebook: Spiritualist Fellowship Church Inc
300 Arlington Street near Portage Ave (Unity Center)
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Keep Your Pets Tick-Free

Those little bloodsuckers are everywhere, and they can spread some serious disease
By KATHY SPREEN, MD

Western black-legged ticks can be hard to detect.
Do a meticulous tick-check.

W

hen the weather is warm and humid, ticks are
very active. There is nothing a tick likes more
than hanging on a long blade of grass waiting for food
delivery, which might just be provided by our dog, cat,
pot-bellied pig, or us!
In many cases, the veterinary community is ahead
of traditional human medicine in recognizing and
treating tick-borne illness. They understand that many
varieties of tick can spread disease and that there are
a number of pathogens that can be transmitted from a
single tick bite. In some cases, treatment may need to
be ongoing until the animal recovers.
Since temperatures in Canada are warming, there
is a longer “at risk” period when both pets and people
can become infected. With shorter winters, ticks can
be active earlier in the spring and later in the fall than
we have come to expect.

Canine tick-borne diseases

Muscles can spasm and very rarely will
there be a skin target-type rash, which
even under the best circumstances can be
hard to see under fur or hair. Appetite may
be poor, and activity curtailed. Additional
symptoms include lethargy, depression,
irritability, fever, gastrointestinal upset,
lymphadenopathy, and neuropsychiatric
problems.
Just as with humans, Lyme in dogs can
present primarily as a neuropsychiatric
condition,
including
seizures,
vision
problems,
hypersensitivity,
incoordination, anxiety, panic attacks,
and compulsive behaviors like
chewing fur or licking paws. Just
as with kids, the caretaker might
complain, “He’s just not himself.”
In later stages, heart and kidney
problems might appear. When
dogs die from Lyme, death is often
due to kidney failure.
Treatment is usually a form of
doxycycline or amoxicillin. Lyme is a great
imitator and can be mistaken for a number of
other conditions. Just as with people, the sooner
the disease is recognized and appropriately
treated, the better the chance of a successful
outcome.

Anaplasmosis/Ehrlichiosis. Presentation in
dogs can be mild to severe with loss of appetite,
lack of energy, depression, high fever, very
painful or swollen joints, chronic joint problems,
bleeding complications such as a bloody nose
and pale gums, vomiting, diarrhea, low platelet
and white cell counts and neurologic signs. These
conditions can result in permanent blindness,
autoimmune presentations and death. Again, it
might be hard to distinguish what co-infection is
responsible for which symptoms. Treatment is
usually doxycycline-type antibiotics.

Babesiosis. The Babesia pathogen is responsible for
a potentially fatal malaria-type illness in humans.
Babesiosis was recognized as a significant disease
in cattle long before it was recognized as a human
pathogen. Herds of cattle were totally wiped out
in Texas in the past from this red water fever, and
Babesia still decimates herds around the world.
About 13 percent of shelter dogs in California are
positive for Babesia. These dogs might develop a
form of red water fever with red urine, anemia,
jaundice, lymphadenopathy, inflammation of the
liver or kidney and an enlarged spleen. Treatment
includes antibiotics that hit these protozoa and blood
transfusions.

Be careful to check your dog after outdoor play

Dogs are considered a sentinel species for
Lyme disease, which is spread by ticks. Like
the proverbial canary in the coal mine, once
Lyme begins to affect the canine population,
humans need to be especially vigilant.
Because Lyme and its co-infections can be
disabling and even fatal, there is no such
thing as being too careful.
A dog with a tick bite could potentially get
sick with one or more of the following diseases.
Just like humans, more than one infection at a
time can complicate diagnosis and treatment.
Lyme disease. Caused by the spirochete,
Borrelia burgdorferi, the earliest sign of
Lyme in dogs might be lameness. Just as
Lyme arthritis in humans can migrate from
joint to joint, the lameness seen in dogs can
shift from leg to leg. Joints can be swollen,
warm and painful. Gait can be stiff with a
hunched back. The affected joint might be
extremely sensitive to touch, and the dog may
cry out in pain.

facebook.com/
AquarianNewspaper

Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever. While
canines with RMSF can present with
a rash, as with humans, this finding is
inconsistent. Fever, petechiae, bruising,
vasculitis of the mouth mucosa, swelling
in the extremities of a dog's low hanging
ears, muscle pain, and neurologic
abnormalities including wobbliness and
eye problems have all been associated
with RMSF in dogs. Again, doxycycline
is usually the drug of choice.
Although blood tests are available to
confirm some of these diagnoses, they
are not always reliable, and the diagnosis
must be made using clinical judgment.
But you cannot find what you are not
looking for. When a dog from an endemic
area has signs of tick-borne disease, keep
a high index of suspicion. In some cases,
the dog could die before the test results
come back.
A good way for a puppy to meet a tick.
Consider flea and tick prevention.

Follow The Aquarian on
Facebook & Twitter

See TICKS on page 12

Twitter:
@AquarianOnline
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Feline Lyme disease
Though less common than with dogs,
Lyme disease in cats is well documented.
Many felines are asymptomatic, so the
condition may be more prevalent than
currently acknowledged. Since many cats
roam outdoors, they can be exposed to
many ticks during an outing. Lameness
might be the most known sign which is
called “shifting leg lameness” that might
come and go only to recur days or weeks
later. Additional signs include lack of
appetite, lethargy, vomiting, weight loss,
fever, increased thirst and urination and
fluid build-up in the abdomen and legs.
The cat may have a stiff walk with an
arched back and may be very sensitive to
touch. There may be less common kidney,
heart or nervous system problems. Feline
Lyme is treated with antibiotics.

Equine Lyme disease
Lyme in horses is well established. The
most recognized symptoms are lameness,
arthritis, dermatitis, fever, pain, fatigue,
joint swelling and moon blindness.
Moon blindness, a type of uveitis
(inflammation of the uvea, including the
coloured part of the eye), was depicted on
drawings in the Egyptian pyramids 4500
years ago. Moon blindness was thought to
be associated with the phases of the moon
but is now known to be caused by various
pathogens such as the Lyme Borrelia. In
humans, Lyme is just beginning to be
recognized as a cause of uveitis.
Neurologic symptoms in horses include
head tilt, paralysis of the tail, difficulty
swallowing, glazed eyes, profuse
sweating and wandering aimlessly.

www.aquarianonline.com

Treatment and
Prevention
In addition to traditional
veterinary treatment for
tick-borne diseases, there
are also homeopathic
and holistic vets who
recommend
immune
support, and there is a
canine nosode made
from dead pathogen.
Massage and acupuncture
have also been used to
treat dogs with Lyme.
Check for ticks, especially around the mane and tail. Consider
Canine Lyme vaccines
tick prevention, since it is hard to examine this huge Belgian
are controversial.
As
draft horse for a deer tick the size of a sesame seed.
with people, give your
Equine Lyme can be hard to diagnose. pet the best chance to get well by using
There are many reasons why a horse can good nutrition, plenty of fresh water and
become lame, but Lyme should be higher activity as tolerated. Use all medicines as
on the list than it has been. If recognized directed.
Prevention is the key to stopping Lyme
and treated early, the long-term effects
and other tick-borne diseases. Pets
might be avoided.
Vets do not often order blood tests on must be examined carefully for ticks.
horses to confirm Lyme, wisely believing Beekeepers in Manitoba report their
they are too unreliable. Tetracyclines and dogs are covered in various species of
ampicillin have been used to treat equine ticks after a day out checking the hives.
Lyme, and prolonged treatment may be It might take hours to find and remove
all these ticks. Cats might be harder
needed.
to inspect, since they tend to be more
Lyme in other animals elusive.
Because of their size, horses might
Lyme has been documented in other be even more difficult to manage. They
species including goats, pigs and sheep. should be examined all over but especially
In 2009, a chimp being treated for Lyme
disease attacked a woman, blinding
her and causing her to require a face
transplant. At that time, many in the
veterinary community felt that the Lyme
could have contributed to the chimp’s
aggression.

at the base of the tail and mane. While a
fine-tipped, slightly curved tweezer may
be best for removing ticks from humans,
a tick-removal gadget that allows for
more rapid removal might be prudent
with animals.
Ticks should be removed daily, since
we know from human experience that
diseases can be transmitted in less than
the 24-hour attachment time that is
usually touted as safe. Products that
eliminate (kill) ticks can be used on both
cats and dogs, and there are dips that can
be applied to larger animals. Yards and
fields can also be treated.
More detailed information is available
in my Compendium of Tick-Borne
Disease: A Thousand Pearls. See www.
tickpearls.com for content and Amazon
for reviews.

Kathy Spreen is a Lyme physician,
patient and parent. She is specialty
board certified in both preventive
medicine and family practice and has
a master’s of public health as well as
a graduate degree in biochemistry
and research methods. Dr. Spreen
is
interested
in
educating
professionals,
patients
and
caretakers about
the potential risks
posed by tickborne disease.

Check our website for more
tick-related articles by Kathy Spreen
www.aquarianonline.com

BECOME A CERTIFIED LIFE
COACH OR EXECUTIVE COACH
Our 2 day intensive course will teach you everything you
need to know to succeed. All Certified Coaches Federation ™
graduates also receive admission (at no additional cost!) to our
1 year CCF Continuing Education Program!
Only Certified Coaches Federation ™ graduates earn the
esteemed Certified Life Coach Practitioner ™ designation!

REGISTER TODAY:

Certified Life Coach Course

Winnipeg, MB:
September 20 & 21, 2014
Clarion Hotel Winnipeg

www.certifiedcoachesfederation.com

For further information please call:

866.455.2155 or 403.389.1190
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Al Gore keeps a low profile while James Cameron gets in your face

N

Al Gore photo: copyright s_bukley. James Cameron photo: copyright Jaguar PS..

By SYD BAUMEL
o sooner had Al Gore rocked the world with
An Inconvenient Truth than the sniping
began.
There was an inconvenient truth about global
warming that even Gore was ignoring, vegan
activists were quick to point out: Our meat habit
is warming the planet more than all the planes,
trains, cars and other gas-guzzling automobiles
combined.
Even the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization said so that same year (2006) in
their landmark report, Livestock's Long Shadow.
Eventually, Gore began to acknowledge the
meat-heat connection and that he'd cut down on
the climate-wrecking food fare himself.
Fast forward to March 2014. After a year of
speculation that the world's most high-profile
climate activist had cut down 100 percent, Gore
confirmed it during an interview on Medscape.
com about his new book, The Future. When
interviewer Eric J. Topol, Medscape's editor-inchief, rather maladroitly commented, “I know
you've been on a vegan kick – a diet,” Gore
finally filled in some of the blanks:
“Over a year ago I changed my diet, really just
to experiment to see what it was like, and I felt
better, so I continued with it. Now, for many people,
that choice is connected to environmental ethics and
health issues and all this stuff. I just wanted to try
it to see what it was like. And in a visceral way, I
felt better, so I've continued with it and I'm likely to
continue it for the rest of my life.”
It's curious that Gore has been quiet about his
radically climate-friendly dietary change for so long
and almost diffident about it in his recent spur-ofthe-moment explanation. It would have been easy
for him to declare a year ago: “I'm now following
a vegan diet because it's one of the most powerful
things a person can do to combat climate change.”

Al Gore (right) has been low profile about his adoption of a vegan diet. James Cameron (left) has been positively evangelical.

consciousness is five years old emotionally. It’s not vegan, vegetarian, flexitarian or flexivegan (have I
a requirement to eat animals, we just choose to do it, covered all the bases?) for all kinds of reasons, as
so it becomes a moral choice and one that is having Gore notes in the Medscape interview (which you
a huge impact on the planet, using up resources and can view online). Elsewhere in the interview – most
destroying the biosphere.”
of which has nothing to do with diet – Gore touches
The first sign Al Gore had adopted a vegan diet on a couple of good ones.
was in February of last year. Word got out that on a
He argues that it's because big money has become
promotional tour his staff asked a local restaurant to so dominant a force in American politics that 80
cater a supper for the Gore entourage with a “vegan, percent of antibiotics are legally fed to livestock
nut-free and oil-free menu.” That's the kind of very (to make them grow faster; not for their health). In
low-fat vegan diet (low fat isn't a “requirement” some cases, Gore says, this has been documented as
for vegans) that Gore's old comrade-in-arms Bill a cause of antibiotic resistance to human illnesses
Clinton had adopted a few years earlier for his (as health authorities have long warned).
health. It's the type of diet prescribed by cardiologist
Right on cue, a month after the Gore interview
Caldwell Esselstyn of the World Health Organization released a
the Cleveland Clinic
report citing “the use of antibiotics in
“It’s not a requirement to eat animals, we just choose to and featured in the viral terrifying
animal husbandry” as one of the causes of an
Forks Over imminent, global antibiotic crisis. “Without urgent,
do it, so it becomes a moral choice and one that is having documentary
Knives. Clinton (who coordinated action by many stakeholders,” warned
a huge impact on the planet, using up resources and
occasionally eats fish WHO official Keiji Fukuda, “the world is headed
and omega-3 fortified for a post-antibiotic era in which common infections
destroying the biosphere.” – James Cameron
eggs – making him and minor injuries which have been treatable for
a “flexivegan” – and decades can once again kill.”
That's
exactly
how
another
outspoken recently, at least, has
environmentalist has played it. Canadian director included plenty of nuts
James Cameron (Titanic, Avatar; co-producer of and other good fats in
“Over a year ago I changed my diet, really just to
Showtime's new climate change blockbuster “Years his diet) is a follower of
of Living Dangerously”), who went vegan a couple the vegan and near-vegan
experiment to see what it was like, and I felt better,
years ago, has been outspoken about it. In-your-face dietary prescriptions of
so I continued with it." – Al Gore
outspoken.
Esselstyn, Dean Ornish
Last year, when the National Geographic Society and T. Colin Campbell.
conferred its “Explorer of the Year” award on him One wonders if Gore is too. That might explain his
Watering down our antibiotic arsenal to prop
at a scientist-, celebrity- and explorer-studded gala, reticence to go public. In effect, he would have gone up factory farming, Gore argues in the Medscape
Cameron was outspoken in his acceptance speech. vegan not, ironically, to save the planet but to save interview, is a harebrained policy that could
Between the shrimp appetizer and the bison entrée, his health. And because his motive was selfish, he only exist in a toxic political environment where
he likened his recent dietary “epiphany” to “waking might have planned to switch back to his old diet corporate interest trumps public good.
up from a long sleepwalk”:
if the experiment didn't work out. Better not to
In a similar swipe, Gore decries the recent “passage
“I believe we are all sleepwalking off a cliff if we publicize it and risk a public backlash.
of a farm bill [in the U.S.] that funnels billions of
don’t do this,” he continued. “I want to challenge all
Not that there's anything wrong with going vegan dollars in unneeded, unwise, counterproductive
of you as people of deep conscience, people who are for your health (assuming that's Gore's reason). mass subsidies to factory farmers and industrial
environment stewards of the earth and oceans. . . .By Ironically, watching Forks Over Knives is what agriculture operations that hurt the environment and
changing what you eat, you will change the entire Cameron attributes his own abrupt change of diet that hurt the health of the American people.”
contract between the human species and the natural to. (The ironies pile up. In an Aquarian column
For now, at least, it's good to know Al Gore is a big
world.”
two years ago – “Forks Over Knives, or Hype Over step closer to walking his talk as an environmentalist
And in a Calgary Herald interview, describing Facts?” – vegan activist David Steele faulted the – whatever the reason. He's even lost a few pounds.
how the dietary shift is playing out at home, documentary for using subpar science to oversell
Cameron observed, “the kids want hamburgers the health benefits of a vegan diet.) People become Aquarian contributing editor Syd Baumel blogs about
and Coke because they’re kids. But all of human
ethical eating at eatkind.blogspot.ca.
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From the Heart
		By ALAN COHEN

The Guru in Your iPod
W

hile watching the documentary
film Stephen Jobs, Hippy
Billionaire, I was tickled to learn that
as a young adult Jobs was significantly
influenced by Baba Ram Dass and his
book Be Here Now. I also credit Ram
Dass as one of the most valued mentors
in my life. He led millions of spiritual
seekers to higher awareness and is
considered by many to be the “Father
of the New Age.”
As destiny would have it, eight years
ago Ram Dass moved to Maui, where
he now lives a few miles from my home.
I see Ram Dass often at local social
and spiritual gatherings. A few nights
ago I told him about his inspirational
influence on Steve Jobs. He smiled. I
told him, “Just think –there’s a little bit
of Ram Dass in every iPod.”
While
spiritual
guides and teachings
are not always known
or acknowledged by
the
masses,
higherdimensional influences
shape our world more
than most people realize.
When Steve Jobs showed
up in the computer industry, it was
terribly dry and left-brain heavy. He
changed that by adding flair, art, beauty
and user friendliness. If not for him,
we might all still be pecking at keys,
working DOS on mouseless devices
beneath green-on-black monitors. Jobs’
foray into eastern spirituality expanded
his mind and lifted him into multidimensional vision, which he passed
along to billions of people through his
inventions that are as tasteful as they
are useful.
Abraham Lincoln, considered by
many to be America's greatest president,
was a deeply spiritual man. He held
séances in the White House, overseen
by D.C. psychic Nettie Meinhard, and
he had a psychic premonition of his
death. Nikola Tesla, the genius who
gave the world alternating current
electricity, wireless technology, x-rays
and neon lighting, received ideas
and inspiration for his inventions in
clairvoyant flashes. Albert Einstein

declared, “Imagination is more
important than knowledge,” and “I
have not arrived at my understanding
of the universe by means of the rational
mind.”
I met Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor, the
courageous
neuroanatomist
who
completely overcame a stroke and went
on to author the bestselling book, My
Stroke of Insight. An expert on brain
function, Dr. Taylor often speaks to
audiences of contrasting proclivity,
such as left-brain scientists and rightbrain new agers. “The left-brainers
want what the right-brainers have,” she
told me. “They know there is magic
and wisdom in the intuitive self, but
many of them don’t quite know how to
access it.” For that reason, Jill is a great
bridge builder.

with another speaker. “How did you get
to be invited to speak here?” he asked
me. I told him (somewhat proudly)
about some of the books I had written.
“What do you do?” I asked him. “I’m a
brain surgeon,” he answered.
Oh. “What moved you to go into that
profession?”
“In Sufism, everyone is required to
have a skill or profession in which you
work with your hands,” he answered.
I guess brain surgery would qualify.
Behind this doctor’s sophisticated
surgery was a spiritual influence, as
there is behind many people who
excel in medicine. Dr. Larry Dossey
has done a great deal of research on
the power of prayer. He recounts that
in a survey in which 1,000 doctors
participated anonymously, 59 percent
reported that they pray
for their patients, and
55 percent said they had
seen miraculous results
of prayer. “The key to
this survey is that it
was anonymous,” Dr.
Dossey concludes. “The
doctors would have
been less honest if they had to identify
themselves in a profession that does
not generally recognize the power of
prayer.” So spirit is behind a significant
portion of medical success.
You do not need to be a guru, healer
or brain surgeon to allow higher power
to influence your work. You just have
to be willing. The next time you listen
to your iPod, surf on your iPad or talk
on your iPhone, remember that the
man behind those adventures had one
foot in spiritual reality, and another in
uplifting the world. And so do you.

You do not need to be a guru, healer,
or brain surgeon to allow higher
power to influence your work.

Readings by Nancy
As a professional Reader in Winnipeg
for over 20 years, I use my cards and my
intuition to provide practical, relevant
information to clients doing what I call a
Psychic Card Reading.
I have also studied Astrology, Reiki,
Healing Touch, the Enneagram, and
various Philosophical and Spiritual
Practices. I received Aboriginal Teachings
at Red Willow Lodge and have a B.A. in
Psychology/History.
For over 10 years I have been writing a Tarot
column. I also teach Tarot and Astrology.

To book a reading or to get
information on classes:

Call: (204) 775-8368

EARTHING PATH continued
from page 5
of how many cups of Cali tea I drink
before bed, not once have I had to get up
during the night to relieve my bladder –
that alone helps to ensure a better night’s
sleep. By the end of March, my husband
was sleeping better too – I had quit
snoring!
On April 3rd, four weeks after I started
sleeping grounded, I noticed my left
hand’s baby finger. I could not believe my
eyes! This finger was almost straight. But
how could that be? That finger has been
bent with arthritis for years. I was very
aware of that bend February 23rd when I
was teaching a Reiki workshop and doing

That bridge is available to all of us if
we are willing to cross it. The movie
Regarding Henry depicts a hardball
lawyer who is transformed after a head
injury. (“Lest ye become as a little
child, ye shall not enter the kingdom of
heaven.”) You don’t have to have a head
injury to be transformed. You just have
to bring your intellect into harmony
with your spirit, and let the mind serve
Higher Power.
If you read between the lines of some
of the most popular business books of
our time, you will recognize a strong
spiritual influence. Stephen Covey has
translated lofty concepts into practical
application, as has Ken Blanchard.
Blanchard is upfront about his spiritual
beliefs. He has dubbed himself “CSO”
of his company: Chief Spiritual Officer.
I was invited to speak at a spiritual
conference sponsored by the Sufi
Order, a mystical branch of Islam.
On my way from the airport to the
conference I found myself in a limo
a demonstration. Now a few weeks later I’m
looking upon a straight finger. I was thrilled!
The only thing I’d done differently was to
sleep grounded and use my grounding mat
when on my computer or doing Reiki on
clients. How simple was that! I’m trusting
the finger on my right hand will follow suit.
What are my earthing product clients
saying?
• Improved sleep, more energized.
• Massage therapist being able to do more
massages but feeling less tired afterwards.
• Back pain gone – able to bend pain-free,
knee stiffness disappearing.
• Being able to do deep knee bends had
been impossible a few weeks before.
• One fellow can now do deep knee bends
after being unable to a few weeks before.

Alan Cohen is the author of many
popular inspirational books, including
Enough Already: The Power of Radical
Contentment. For more information
about Alan’s other books, free daily
inspirational quotes, and his weekly
radio show, visit www.alancohen.
com, email info@alancohen.com, or
call (808) 572-0001.
• And another person said their dog quit
snoring.
How does it get any better than that!
Debbie Whyte, owner of Indulge
Yourself, helps others nourish their mind,
body and spirit in numerous ways. She
loves introducing
Manitobans to the
benefits of earthing
by
distributing
earthing/grounding
products.
She
can be contacted
at
whyindulge@
gmail.com or 204253-5539.
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The Muse's Day Off
By KELLIE KAMRYN

3. Sit your butt in the chair and write

D

uring a motivational workshop, an audience member
asked how I kept writing through my divorce. For me,
writing is therapeutic. On the proverbial page, I can write out
my frustrations, hopes and dreams through my characters.
Not that anything I write is memoir-like in nature, but
writing provides an escape, an outlet for pent up emotions.
The better my self-understanding is, the better my characters
become. However, there are times in my life when this is
not the case.
As an author, I often hear other writers lament the
disappearance of their "muse.” Everyone's creative process
is different, and whether we want to call it our "muse" or
not, I don't feel we can blame our “muse" when our creative
process comes to a screeching halt. Artists of all kinds go
through creative dry spells, and the answer is to figure out
what is stopping our creative flow in order to remove the
barrier.
Admittedly, I go through periods where I cannot write a
thing. Days will go by before I can produce a single written
word. Other times, I write four to eight thousand words in
a single day. When the words cease flowing, I don't blame
it on my muse taking an impromptu vacation. The key to
allowing creativity to flow is figuring out what is blocking
it, and taking steps to remedy it.

Or lock yourself in a room and paint, whatever the case may be.
If your job is writing for a magazine or you are an author
for a large publishing house, your only choice is to get your
job done; this, I understand. I've often opened a manuscript
and stared at the computer screen, knowing exactly how the
story has to be written but unable to make my fingers type
a single word. On occasion when I've got a deadline for
a magazine article, I've done the same thing. That's when
I force myself to write the first thing that comes into my
head on the topic at hand. It doesn't matter if it's garbage.
Garbage can be cleaned up – a blank page cannot.
Most often, by typing that first word, I find myself getting
into it. At the time, it might feel a little like walking five
miles, uphill in a snowstorm, but at least I'm doing it.

1. Become introspective

5. Find other creative outlets

Most writers or artists are, by nature, introspective. By
getting in touch with ourselves, we are able to bring our
characters to life, or give shape to stories or artwork. When
our well of creativity appears to have dried up, we tend to
become stressed out about it, rather than figure out why.
For me, it often means there is something I need to take
care of in my personal or business life. By taking time
out to figure out what the problem is, I'm allowing myself
the space to deal with the situation and come up with a
solution, so I may continue on in a creative capacity.

Narrating and voice acting gives me a different creative
outlet when I don't feel a story is shaping up the way I'd like.
Relaxing into another form of my creativity helps me gain
perspective on my other current projects.
I've come to recognize that my rhythm of writing differs
at various times of my life and there is no right or wrong
way for me to go about it, as there isn't for you. When
my creativity is low, I take it as a sign I need to refill the
creative well in some way. Once I've done that, I have faith
all will be as it should be.
The next time you find your "muse" disappearing faster
than a runaway train down a steep incline, try to follow
these steps to see if it helps. Maybe you
already have your own way of refilling
your creative well. I'd love to hear how
you do it.

2. Clear your mind
Maybe a walk clears the head, or music inspires. Perhaps
meditation is your thing. Taking time to clear your mind will
help you in your quest to clear the creative blockage. Look at
your life as a whole. Are you dealing with stressful situations
or issues? Are you ill? Tired? Busy with work or family
obligations? When you are able to identify what might be
causing trouble in your life, you'll be able to take steps to
remedy the situation, thereby allowing your creativity to
come flowing back.
WILD BIRDS continued from page 7
Photo by Kristi Dorian

almost all
songbirds
and
will
attract the
w i d e s t
variety
of
birds
throughout
the year.
A
favou r ite
style
of
feeder for this food is called a tube feeder. It often comes
with a tray attached to the bottom to keep the ground clean
and to encourage all sizes of birds, like Blue jays.
Suet feeders are excellent attractions for woodpeckers
and nuthatches. Summer versions of this food can attract
even more species, such as orioles and warblers. Be wary,
as many suet cakes are filled with a wild bird mix described
earlier and will not be successful.
Nyjer feeders are a great way to attract colourful finches,
especially the American goldfinch found throughout the
summer season. Other finches like Red polls will visit this
style of feeder in winter.

4. Faith
I'm not talking about spiritual or religious faith here, but the
belief that all will be well. In my workshop, I tell participants
that when I felt creatively “dry,” I always had faith it would
come back. It always does. There are times in my life when
I write with a feverish intensity. Other times, it's a slower
process. But the point is that the process is there; I've learned
to go with the ebb and flow.

Award-winning author and voice actor Kellie
Kamryn (kelliekamryn.com) is a retired elite
gymnast and competitive coach who spends
most days answering to “Mom.”

Northern orioles are my favourite bird to attract. Their
preferences are oranges, sugar water and best of all – grape
jelly. There are special feeders for all these foods, and
they are well worth considering, as orioles are a spectacular
sight and they sing wonderfully.
Hummingbirds also love sugar water. But please never
use coloured food preparations, as these are harmful in the
long run. Use four cups of water to one cup of white sugar
and be sure to change it every 3–5 days to ensure it is fresh.
Anytime is a great time to start feeding wild birds, and the
rewards are plentiful. You can fill your yard with colours
and music that only nature can offer in such a beautiful
way. Using the right products will ensure you and the birds
are happy as a lark!
Happy birding to you!
Sherrie Versluis is the owner of The
Preferred Perch – Wild Bird Specialty &
Gift Store on St. Mary's Road. She has
been an avid bird lover throughout her
life and in 1995 opened the store to share
her passion for nature with others. Since
then, Sherrie has spent her time educating
people of all ages about feeding wild birds
and the joy in attracting them to back
yards.

Circle Dancing

Inspired by various traditions
from around the world, we use
music & dance to express joy
& celebrate community, no
partner or experience needed.

Come join us in the dance.
We dance every second Sunday in
Winnipeg, every Tuesday in Gimli.

Contact Frederick:

204-389-5985
fbieber@mts.net

Got land?
Want to know what wild
EDIBLE,
MEDICINAL
or otherwise U S E F U L
plants are growing in your
backyard?
Allow me to introduce
you to your plant
neighbours! Book your
private
consult with
botanist and
wilderness
skills instructor,
LAURA
REEVES, today!

v

psbotanicals.com
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Be Careful What You Bite
Things to know when a-foraging you go

By LAURA REEVES

Among the glycosides is salicin, an alcoholic
glycoside found locally in the inner bark of willows
(Salix spp.). When ingested, enzymes convert salicin
to salicylic acid, which functions much like aspirin
(aka acetylsalicylic acid, or ASA), similarly reducing
pain, swelling and fever. Cardiac glycosides, like the
apocynamarine found in our local dogbane species
(Apocynum spp), affect the contractile tissues of the
heart. When carefully prescribed,
as with the commercial heart
medication derived from foxglove
(Digitalis purpurea), cardiac
glycosides can stimulate heart
function. But when carelessly or
accidentally ingested, they can

the Arum family (Araceae), such as jack-in-the-pulpit
(Arisaema triphyllum), are well-known for their
calcium oxalate content. When ingested, the needle“All plants are edible. Some of them only once.” –
like crystals cause intense irritation of the mouth and
Anon.
throat. I remember one person telling me how, while
f you’re delving into the world of wild edibles
on a canoe trip, he plucked an “edible-looking” plant
or other wilderness activities, you need to know
from the shoreline and ate it. “I immediately felt like
which plants have the distinction of being hazardous
I had thousands of razor blades in my mouth and
to your health.
going down my throat. I didn’t
These dangerous plants can come in many forms,
know what was happening – I
ranging from mild skin irritants to deadly poisons.
was freaking out,” he told
Fortunately for us, there are very few lethal plants in
me, as he relived his eyesouthern Manitoba. Unfortunately, dangerous plants
opening encounter with a
don’t always look dangerous – in fact, some bear a
perfectly
innocent-looking
striking resemblance to those that are perfectly safe.
poison.
The
adverse
effects of
Canada moonseed (Menispermum canadense), for
mistakes
like
this
can
last up
example, is a vine that not
to
two
weeks
and
may
include
only looks like our edible
damage to the digestive tract
wild grape (Vitis riparia),
and kidneys.
it often intermingles with
Resins and resinoids are
it. Getting the two confused
secreted
from the wounds of
has resulted in convulsions
certain
plants
as protection
or seizures and even death.
against
insects
and fungi.
Luckily, if we pay closer
On
one
end
of
the safety
attention, we can easily
spectrum
is
spruce
sap or
distinguish between the two.
pitch,
which
exudes
from
cut
(More on telling plant friends
branches
or
holes
made
by
from plant foes below.)
sapsuckers.
It
is
known
for
its
The toxic compounds in
antimicrobial
properties
and
most of Manitoba’s poisonous
its ability to promote healing.
plants are broadly grouped
Some people even chew it
Milkweed: these greens taste great,
as alkaloids, glycosides,
but do not confuse with dogbane!
as gum. On the other end of
oxalates,
resins/resinoids
the
spectrum
is
urushiol,
the oily substance found
ove
r
st
i
mu
l
a
t
e
and alcohols. However, not
in
poison
ivy,
poison
oak
and
some sumac species.
it
to
the
point
all compounds that fall under
Urushiol
is
highly
allergenic,
affecting 50 percent
of
heart
these categories are toxic.
of
people
to
varying
degrees.
Ingesting
the plant or
failure.
Though
In fact, many are common
Poison Ivy: some animals actually eat it. Go figure.
its
berries
–
even
inhaling
the
smoke
from
burning
no
human
medicines.
poison
ivy
–
can
cause
internal
distress,
including
poisonings
from
dogbane
have
been
reported,
it
is
Alkaloids are complex nitrogen-containing bases
(the opposite of acids) that are known for a wide range said that a mere half ounce of the dried leaves could irritation to the nose, throat and lungs, changes
of physiological effects on humans. They include kill a large farm animal. To be on the safe side, to white blood cells and abnormal liver function.
common drugs such as nicotine, morphine and make sure you can tell the difference between the Surprisingly, some animals actually eat poison ivy,
quinine, as well as notorious poisons like strychnine. potentially poisonous dogbanes and their harmless and I have occasionally seen small patches denuded
Canada moonseed, which grows along river banks and tasty lookalike, milkweed, before you proudly of their leaves by deer. For some birds, the off-white
berries are a culinary treat.
in Manitoba, contains several alkaloids, including prepare the steamed greens for your family dinner!
Oxalates
are
a
group
of
carbon-based
acids
berberine, menipine, menispermine and dauricine,
routinely produced by plants and animals. Plants in
See WHAT YOU BITE on page 19
but dauricine is the principle toxin.
Photos by Laura Reeves

I

Carol Radway, B.A.
25 Years of Experience with
Spiritual Counselling Modalities:
Feng Shui
Past Life Regressions
Parental Merging Therapy
Sufism and Channeled Readings
Chakra Readings and Healings
The Couple’s Journey

Check www.carolradway.com

Call 204-786-6585
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Handmade Shampoo
Bars Are Better

STILL WARMING continued from page 8

But from 2002 to 2011 – the decade when global
warming appeared to take a holiday (judging by air
temperature) – Antarctica's ice loss “likely” (IPCCspeak for 66 to 100 percent probability) accelerated
to 147 billion tonnes per year.
The acceleration was even more dramatic in
Greenland. The IPCC's experts (leaders and
accomplished experts in their respective fields who
volunteer their time to produce the IPCC reports)
believe it's “very likely” (90 to 100 percent probability)
that ice loss there has vaulted from 34 billion tonnes
per year between 1992 and 2001 to 215 billion tonnes
per year during the decade of “no global warming.”
Add it up, and in just one recent decade we've
probably melted over three and a half trillion tonnes
of the ice cubes in Mother Earth's icebox. There is no
Safeway or Price Choppers we can go to to put those
ice cubes back.

The last time the world experienced
a month that was cooler than the 20th
century average for that month, many of
you weren't even born yet.
All of this ocean warming and cryosphere melting
has sent sea levels soaring. According to data from
NOAA, global mean sea level – which had its own
little pause in the early 90s – has climbed nearly three
inches just since 1997. To put that into perspective,
the IPCC estimates that the cumulative sea level rise
since 1901 is 7.5 inches. Since most of the recent
spike in sea levels has occurred since 2001, nearly
40 percent of the entire sea level rise since 1901
has occurred in little over a decade – while global
warming has supposedly stopped.
Climate scientists, the IPCC and every major
scientific body on the planet all seek out, see (however
imperfectly) and agree on the big picture. They seek
clarity, not confusion. They can tell the elephant from
the tusks. Whether the air is warming less for 15
years and the ice and oceans are melting or warming
more, or vice versa, when skeptical bean-counting
climate scientists balance the books, the planet is still
running a fever.
The only way to prevent the climate disruption
we're already seeing (for maximum climate volatility,
add heat rapidly and stir) from
becoming a climate disaster a
generation or two from now is to
stop adding coal, oil and gas to the
fire – and fast.
Aquarian contributing editor
Syd Baumel blogs about climate
change and other stuff at
sydbaumel.blogspot.ca.

Making the transition to natural hair care

By TERESA CAREY

N

o more chemicals. No more plastic bottles. No
more expensive hair care products.
These are three reasons people are moving away
from cleansing with regular shampoo in favour of
a 100% natural alternative, handcrafted shampoo
bars.
Regular shampoo is nothing more than a chemical
soup comprised of 95 percent water with synthetic
fragrances, preservatives, surfactants, stabilizers,
colorants and other harsh and potentially harmful
ingredients. In fact, a near universal shampoo
ingredient, sodium laurel sulfate, was originally
designed to clean floors!
Regardless of whether conditioning oils are added,
the harsh chemical components in regular shampoo
inevitably do cause damage. Hair and scalp become
stripped of their natural protection, causing fragile
hair, potential hair loss, skin irritation and in some
cases, even open sores on the scalp. To remedy
the negative effects, people then reach for hair
conditioners. This two-step treatment only gives the
illusion of healthy hair.
Pure and natural shampoo bars, on the other hand,
are rich in emollient oils and “moisture grabbers”
called humectants. Hair is no longer being stripped
of its natural oils, so there is no need to follow up
with hair conditioner. All that is needed is a little
vinegar in your rinse water to restore the right PH
balance for hair, or an herbal tea rinse formulated
for hair.
Initially, when moving from regular shampoo to
natural shampoo bars, your hair may feel on the
greasy side. It takes time for your scalp to adjust
to the change – anywhere from two weeks to two
months. During this period, the scalp's natural oil
production will start to slow, because it no longer
needs to work so hard to replenish oils that were
stripped away by the old cleansing product. It's
important not to give up during this stage, as
tempting as it may be. Allow your hair and scalp the
time it needs to adapt.
During this adjustment period, you may want to
focus on all the spin-off benefits of using natural
hair cleansing alternatives: shampoo bars are
See SHAMPOO BARS on page 18

Your nature store
and so much more!
Quality Home and Garden Decor

Premium Wild Bird
Products and Feed

17

Fabulous selections of
Cyrstals and Minerals

If you like nature, you will love us!
A Manitoba Made Store...Since 1995!

1604 St. Mary’s Rd ~ Call 204-25-PERCH (257-3724)

Shampoo Bars
Avacado & Yolks Shampoo Bar
Emollient, conditioning, bubbly
shampoo bar with antiseptic Tea
Tree Oil by Aradia Naturals.
This rich and luxurious bar is
especially formulated for dry or
damaged hair. Will not irritate
the scalp like (most) commercial
shampoos. This bar will help condition your hair and
scalp too.
Coming soon: Aradia Naturals Citrus and Aloe (all
vegan) oily hair conditioning shampoo bar that helps
cleanse hair gently while absorbing excess oils.
See more at aradianaturals.ca/1

Meow Meow, Tweet Tweet –
Beer Shampoo Bar
With a rich lather and its
sweet, herbal scent, this soap was
formulated to nourish your hair.
But feel free to use it on your whole
body too! Jojoba oils and hempseed
oils condition the hair and scalp,
while beer promotes shiny, bright
hair. Aloe vera moisturizes, softens and detangles hair.
Without a bottle, it has a smaller carbon footprint than
your standard shampoo.
5 oz bar, hand-wrapped in PCW paper – $12.00 each,
available at Generation Green at The Forks. www.
generationgreenwpg.com

Mountain Sky
Rasta Bar Hemp
135 grams, costs $3.89 A
veggie-based bar that has not
been tested on animals. Also river
friendly. Available at Organza
Market, organzamarket.com

Soap Works
“Specially formulated with
aloe vera as a conditioner. Leaves
hair ‘squeaky’ clean. Contains no
detergents.” puresoapworks.com/
shampoo.htm, available at Vita Health Stores for $1.99,
vitahealthstores.ca
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Lemons and
Lavender
The Eco Guide to Better Homekeeping

By Billee Sharp
Viva Editions, 2012
275 pages
SHAMPOO BARS continued from page 17

eco-friendly and biodegradable. They contain no
harsh chemicals to contaminate our water supply
and require little or no packaging. Shampoo bars
are easy to use: Just run it under some water and
lather it up. Shampoo bars are less expensive and
easy to transport. Imagine no hassles at the airport
as they can be neatly tucked into your suitcase or
gym bag!

nyone who wants to simplify their life by going
back to the basics will enjoy this bright jewel of
a book. In this grateful salute to the hippie ideals
of the 60s and 70s, Billee Sharp teaches us that it's
still possible to live healthy, happy lives. While we
experience the 2014 problems our world is having,
“lemons and lavender” revisits the ideas formed in
those halcyon days when we thought we could save
the planet from wasteful destruction.
The author revives a new feeling in me that maybe
there is still hope for us if we simply adapt and
use our resources wisely. Billee Sharp says that
in working towards creating the good life for her
family and friends, she has found much joy, greater
peace of mind and true enjoyment from the simple
pleasures of life.
In each chapter Ms. Sharp gives detailed lessons
on living a lifestyle of beautiful simplicity. In
“Revolutionary Budgeting,” we are introduced to
guidelines for restructuring our personal finances.
Using phrases like “seek out the free” and “practice
extreme thrift,” Ms. Sharp teaches us how to
downsize our debts, costs and bills with common
sense advice. She even gives you a “How to Save”
list of everyday habits we can develop in order to
save money. “Sell, Trade and Barter” are useful
skills that the author teaches us how to use.
There is also advice on using environmentally
friendly items in the home instead of wasting money
and the planet's resources on throwaway items. Use
cloths and old clothes for rags instead of wasting
Making the transition to natural hair care will lead
to softer hair, a healthier scalp and, of course, a
squeaky clean conscience.
Teresa Carey is a writer, artist and owner of Aradia
Naturals, a Manitoba based company specializing
in natural home and body care products. Visit
aradianaturals.ca/1 for more information.

money on paper towels, for example. Make your
own cleaning supplies with cheap ingredients
instead of buying name-brand, toxic chemicals. Reuse, re-vamp, recycle, people!
In the chapter “Health Is Wealth,” Ms. Sharp
shows how to pay attention to what you buy, what
you eat, how you make it and where it comes from.
Organic and Fair Trade food products can be more
expensive, but the author points out that you cut
your food bill by a huge amount of money as soon
as you start making your own food from scratch
instead of buying processed, ready-to-eat foods. In
“Eating for the Environment,” the author shows us
how to cut the environmental impact of our diets
and provides resources to find out more about this
topic.
She shares this quote by Hippocrates: “May your
food be your medicine and your medicine be your
food.”
In “Detox Your Diet,” Ms. Sharp goes into more
detail about how to get healthier by using simple
methods at home. She tells us which foods are safer
for the body and how to do a gentle cleansing by
sticking to those foods for a few days. She does
recommend people check with their doctor before
trying any of her advice, in case people have health
issues that may be affected by this diet change. She
gives a few recipes for skin cleansing such as the
yummy sounding “Scrumptious Skin Scrub” and
“Sea Salt Bath." I am going to try both of these as
soon as I get the ingredients.
I will leave the rest of the topics for readers to
discover themselves. I loved this book and I think
everybody else will too!
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WHAT YOU BITE continued from page 16
You may be relieved to know
that, contrary to popular belief (and
diagnoses by local doctors), poison
oak does not grow in Manitoba.
In fact, poison oak occurs only in
coastal regions, from New Jersey
southward and from B.C. down to
Mexico. Poison oak doesn't even look
like an oak tree; it's very similar in
appearance to poison ivy, though the
leaves may be more deeply lobed.
Natural alcohols are common in
plants, though very few have toxic
effects. Cicutoxin, an alcohol found
in water-hemlocks (Cicuta spp), has
Wild grape (left) and Canada moonseed:
given these species the notorious
do not get these companions confused!
reputation of being the most poisonous
in North America. Ingesting only a small amount can cause violent tremors, intense
stomach pain, salivation, delirium and, finally, death. With careful observation
of mature plants, the most common water-hemlock in southern Manitoba, Cicuta
maculata, can be distinguished from the edible water-parsnip (Sium suave). That
said, I have noticed that the first few leaves put out in the spring (the time of year
for gathering edible roots from water-parsnips and other plants) are sometimes
indistinguishable between the two species. So, if someone tells you water-parsnip
roots are to die for, I suggest you don’t take them literally.
Before heading out to sleep in a pile of leaves or gather a basketful of wild plants
to fortify your next meal, I strongly suggest you get to know the hazardous plants in
your area first. Find out which edible plants have poisonous lookalikes and learn how
to tell them apart. Two books in the Peterson Field Guide series are a great place
to start. A Field Guide to Edible Wild Plants depicts edible plants and poisonous
lookalikes side by side, with a skull and crossbones indicating the one to be cautious
of. A Field Guide to Venomous Animals and Poisonous Plants provides details on
the toxic chemicals found in plants, along with the symptoms and mode of action.
With a bit of research, you can put your mind at ease and head out into the wild,
confident in the knowledge of which plants can feed you, heal you or simply delight
you, and the rare few that can quickly take the fun right out of everything.

BAREFOOT continued from page 5
Some of the possible health benefits are:
• reduced inflammation
• better sleep
• less pain in general
• lower stress
• and more energy.
Living in Winnipeg, it's bad enough being locked in
snow and ice five months every year. But my duplex
neighbour’s dog poops in our yard all year round. I am
not about to go walking barefoot out there or on our city
boulevards either.
Earthing Canada to the rescue! On their website,
my eyes were drawn to the tab labeled “Products.” Of
course, I thought, there are earthing products for those
very reasons – most people have limited opportunity to
swim in the ocean or walk barefoot in the park. I should
have guessed. My exploration continued.
Sheets? Mats? Body bands and patches? Shoes, of
course! Several interesting products – something to
plug in at home, in the car or at the office that connects
you to the earth through your properly grounded wall
outlet (not the shoes, that’s different “technology”).
You can also purchase your own grounding rod to
stick in the earth yourself and set up. The earth’s energy
passes along the connection to the earthing product.
When your body is in contact with the product, you start
absorbing the earth’s electrons. You can also buy an
outlet checker if you’re unsure about your connections!
There’s more to discover – Clinton Ober with Stephen
Sinatra, MD and Martin Zucker wrote a book called
Earthing: The Most Important Health Discovery Ever,
plus Debbie Whyte has a video link in her sidebar.
At the very least I will take more opportunities this
summer to walk on a sandy beach or swim in a lake.
Happy Earthing trails to you!
Aquarian publisher Kristi Dorian will find some time
to wiggle her toes in the summer sand. She sure hopes
you do too!

& services

products

Photo by Laura Reeves

The founder of Prairie Shore Botanicals, botanist Laura
Reeves regularly shares her enthusiasm for wild edibles,
wilderness skills, urban survival and disaster preparedness
in courses, workshops and private consultations. Laura also
sells sustainably wild-harvested herbs and is helping to restore
100 acres of tall grass prairie within the Manitoba Tall Grass
Prairie Preserve. For more info, visit psbotanicals.com and like
Prairie Shore Botanicals on Facebook.
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ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES

Healing w/ flower essences for mental/emotional states of mind.............Barbara: b_rich4@shaw.ca 204-475-8845
Integrated Energy Services and Reconnective Healing. Heal yourself, others and the planet....... 204-467-2422
Monique L. Dorge, Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy........................... hunakane@shaw.ca 204-254-8563
Release Trauma & Shame. Can’t live abundance believing “I’m not enough”...www.corarennie.com

CHIROPRACTORS
Feasey Chiropractic & Wellness Center, 7-208 Marion St. (Network Spinal Analysis).....204-237-0210
CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
All inclusive. Pain Stress Sick Lost? WE can help......www.bbcanada.com/7283.html
AuSet Bellydance: Dare to be unique - classes and more....................... www.auset.ca
Giselles-Discover: Natural, Organic, Holistic skin care.................onegreatspa.com
Info, insights, learning activities by Susan. Will customize........ healthinsightinc.com
MB Astrology Ass’n meets last Sat. of month, The Unity Center......Call Christina Rai

204-353-2385
204-599-9933
204-253-0900
204-804-3324
204-990-4970

COUNSELING AND CONSULTATIONS
Monique L. Dorge, Teacher, Body-Mind Analysis ................. hunakane@shaw.ca ... 204-254-8563
HEALTH CENTRES
Double “M” Ranch-Ctr for Counselling & Energy Healing.doublemranch.wordpress.com 204-636-7787
Vitality Wellness Center...........................................................www.vitalitywellness.ca 204-831-8842
MASSAGE THERAPY
Koi Massage Therapy & Wellness Centre on Corydon................................................... 204-952-7440
Monique L. Dorge, Hawaiian Huna Kane Massage.......................hunakane@shaw.ca....204-254-8563
Remedial Massage with Amanda Banman, RMT............................................................ 204-996-7378
Sheri Carmichael LMT, Hot Stone, Deep Tissue, Relaxation.........................................204-295-4072
PRODUCTS
Birth Pool Rentals at Birth Roots......................................................birthrootsdoulas.com 204-792-6769
Earthing products, Sunrider, Reiki Workshop/Sessions-Debbie....whyindulge@gmail.com 204-253-5539
Generation Green at The Forks Market.................... www.generationgreenonline.com 204-808-9848
Radiance Gifts & Treasures, 875 Corydon Ave......................... www.radiancegifts.com 204-284-4231
RAVEN Untouched Photography Products...............................................ravenphotos@mymts.net 204-389-4803
Virginia’s Soap-Deli, www.virginasoap.com...........................................................................204-414-9274
READINGS
Angela – Picture medium, Spiritual guidance............................ For appointment call 204-792-9467
Monique L. Dorge, Lifestyle Consultant, Face Reading parties.....hunakane@shaw.ca 204-254-8563
TaraBrower.com, Reflexology, Reiki, Bioenergy – a unique healing experience.............. 204-795-8844
Tarot reading by Susan. Personal session By Phone, PayPal...... healthinsightinc.com 204-804-3324
SPIRITUAL CENTRES
The Sanctuary: Crystal bowl healings, Solstice/Equinox events................. www.sanctuarymb.com 204-897-7183
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Hello Gorgeous…
We are not just a pretty face and neither are you!
Can you stop paying attention to just the package?
Can you look at your whole? Is there health in your beauty?
Our primary purpose is to ensure our clients’ overall well-being. One Great Spa by Giselles prides itself
on a luxurious and inviting environment; an escape from the outside world. Our spa is extremely hygienic,
meticulously clean and our Aestheticians are licensed and board certified with over 250 years combined
experience.
We provide a more holistic and environmentally sensitive experience by offering nourishing, non-toxic
cosmetics and skin care products. Just as organic food is healthier to eat, what we put on our skin is absorbed
directly into our body. Truly organic beauty products are safer and healthier for you and your skin.
All this translates to beautiful radiant skin and ultimately, a beautiful radiant YOU
Discover your true beauty – inside and out….

Knowledge

Education

Simple Slow Beauty

Organic

Skin Care

For New Clients

Enjoy 20% discount on all spa services*
*Valid for new clients only (you’re “new” if you haven’t been to Giselles in 3 years)

30-166 Meadowood Drive

onegreatspa.com

The new Giselles is all about creating an environment that is what
our clients want, need and expect from a spa experience, all while
ensuring alignment with our values and ethics. We pride ourselves
on a luxurious and inviting environment; an escape from the outside
world. Our spa is extremely hygienic and meticulously clean. All of
our Aestheticians are licensed and board certified; combined, they
provide our clients with over 250 years of experience.

What we offer at One Great Spa by Giselles is unparalleled in
Winnipeg.
Our philosophy and strong belief in natural, organic and healthy is
what guides our business decisions and ultimately your experience.
We take care of your whole, not just your surface.
It’s not just about the package – yours or ours. Your “packaging” is
important to us, but we are also focussed on your inside.
Imagine buying a package of frozen berries. You were attracted
to and purchased the bag because of the beautiful picture on the
outside; bright, colourful berries. So delicious looking – so gorgeous,
juicy and tasty – almost good enough to eat!

Phone: 204.253.0900

You get home and decide to make yourself a nutritious smoothie
with those beautiful berries. You open the package, throw away
the contents and put the package in the blender. The photos on the
package are so good and real looking that even I can think that the
picture is delicious and good for me. But, you’ve only blended the
package, no fruit, and no actual nourishment.

It looked good but the outside cannot nourish or satisfy your
inside.
So, at One Great Spa by Giselles, we offer a choice – organic, holistic,
rejuvenating full spectrum beauty. Just like the empty nutrition
from a smoothie made from just a pretty package, you need and
deserve more than just surface enhancements. It’s not just about the
nail polish colour or the latest shade of lip gloss, it’s about a healthy,
beautiful, nourished you.
We want you to be aware, be conscious and have the opportunity
to make your health and beauty decisions with your inside, without
distraction of the pretty package.
Join us in the INTERNAL BEAUTY REVOLUTION. Ultimately it’s
all about you, and at One Great Spa by Giselles, we understand that.

Hope to see you soon.

